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ABSTRACT
The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) provides a framework
for cloud platform providers that manages standardized self-
assessments regarding security controls. The framework as
it stands does not allow consumers to specify and check their
own requirements, nor does it contain any means for verify-
ing the capabilities claimed by the providers. From a cus-
tomer perspective, both these aspects are essential for evalu-
ating the trustworthiness of cloud providers and for making
an informed decision. We propose a novel concept for veri-
fying the capabilities captured in the CSA’s framework, plus
a decision model that checks consumer requirements against
the verification results. Our capability verification combines
hard trust based on rigid validation with soft trust based on
evidence about past behaviour. Elaborate formal methods
are applied in both fields and combined into a single con-
cept.

1. INTRODUCTION
Trust evaluation of service providers in emerging cloud

marketplaces is one of the important challenges that con-
sumers are facing at present. In such marketplaces, cloud
providers offer similar kind of services with same kind of
functionalities. Hence, the challenge for consumers is to de-
termine which cloud providers are trustworthy according to
their own requirements before they decide to take up the
services offered by those cloud providers. The CSA partly
address this challenge by introducing a self-assessment ques-
tionnaire framework, i.e., CAIQ1 (Consensus Assessments
Initiative Questionnaire) as a part of their Trusted Cloud
initiative. The CAIQ is designed for the cloud providers who
want to publicize security-specific capabilities regarding the
services they offer for prospective consumers. At present,
several providers have published completed CAIQs through

1https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/research/cai/
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Table 1: Taxonomy of Trust Properties
Trust Properties (listed by CAIQ Id) Validation Authorities

CO − 01 3rd-party Certified

CO − 03 Self Certified

DG − 01 3rd-party Certified

IS − 02 Self-claimed

IS − 03 3rd-party Certified

IS − 21 Self- or 3rd-party certified

the STAR2 (Security, Trust and Assurance Registry) hosted
by the CSA.

With the published CAIQs, consumers are able to browse
security-specific capabilities (we denote these capabilities as
“trust properties”) of the cloud providers. The fundamental
question that arises is, how do consumers trust that these
properties are indeed satisfied as claimed by the providers
and that they fulfil the consumers’ requirements. In this pa-
per, we propose a framework by leveraging the notion of hy-
brid trust [2] to verify the trust properties. Additionally, our
proposed framework includes a decision model that enables
consumers to determine trustworthiness of cloud providers
by checking consumers’ requirements against the verification
results.

2. TRUST EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
Our proposed evaluation framework (cf. Fig. 1) leverage

hybrid trust to verify the properties that are claimed by
the cloud providers. In this context, hybrid trust combines
the concepts of hard and soft trust. Hard trust is defined
as trust that is derived from concrete security mechanisms
such as validation of properties through certificates [4]. Usu-
ally, these mechanisms are characterized by certainty. Soft
trust is defined as trust that is derived from past experiences
and behaviour associated with an entity, e.g., Certification
Authority (CA) or Cloud Provider (CP). The related mech-
anisms [1] of soft trust, as used in various service environ-
ments, consider aspects such as intrinsic human perceptions
and interaction experiences to determine a trustworthy en-
tity.

In the context of CAIQ, there are properties (cf. Table 1),
P1 that can be validated using property attestation tech-
nique by third-party (3rd-party Certified) or cloud providers
(Self Certified). For validating P1 properties, we use the
hard trust approach. There are another type of proper-
ties (cf. Table 1), P2 which cloud providers claimed (Self-
claimed) to have in their policy service. In order to assess
P2 properties, soft trust mechanisms are taken into account.

2https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/star/
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Figure 1: Conceptual Trust Evaluation Framework

Usually, soft trust mechanisms consider one’s own direct
experience with the other party in the past, recommenda-
tions from others or a combination of both. However, trust
saturation is a common problem with soft trust based ap-
proaches alone. On the other hand, hard trust may not be
aware of dynamic changes. In this sense, hard trust ap-
proaches are quite rigid, as they are usually based on single-
time check which once bypassed put the service platforms in
a vulnerable state. Combining soft and hard trust mecha-
nisms in a hybrid model overcomes the limitations of these
mechanisms used separately. Hence, a hybrid trust model is
a good option to evaluate the overall trust on cloud service
platforms as well as on service providers.

The proposed framework consist of following three build-
ing blocks: i) property validation using hard trust mecha-
nism, ii) property assessment using soft trust mechanism,
and iii) a decision model using the threshold-based mecha-
nism.

2.1 Property Validation
In order to validate the properties, a simple logic lan-

guage (‘ALOPA’ [2]) was proposed to express the property
relationships as well as the dependency among the proper-
ties. Using ‘ALOPA’, it is possible to validate whether a
cloud platform satisfies a given property by extrapolating
the available set of cloud-specific platform properties. For
brevity, we are not going to discuss the ‘ALOPA’ language
in detail. However, we describe its specific features that are
required in the context of our proposed framework .

‘ALOPA’ consists of mainly seven predicate symbols namely
‘HasC’, ‘HasPF ’, ‘IF low’, ‘SatC’, ‘SatPF ’, ‘PreReq’ and
‘Do’. In this paper, we discuss the ‘ALOPA’ rules using five
predicates which are ‘HasC’, ‘HasPF ’, ‘SatC’, ‘SatPF ’,
and ‘PreReq’. ‘Has’ generally defines a hierarchical rela-
tionship between two entities and ‘Sat’ in general defines the
relationship between an entity and the property it satisfies.
Here, the entities are platforms and platform components.
‘HasC’ defines the relationship between two components in
a given platform and ‘HasPF ’ defines a same kind of rela-
tionship between a platform and a component. For instance,
HasC(c1, c2) is read as component ‘c1’ has (or contains) the
component ‘c2’. HasPF (pf1, c1) is read as a platform pf1
has the component c1. SatC(c1, p1) is interpreted as com-
ponent c1 satisfies property p1 and SatPF (pf1, p1) is inter-
preted as platform pf1 satisfies property p1. ‘PreReq’ de-
fines the ‘prerequisite’ relationship between two components
or platforms in satisfying certain properties. For example,
PreReq((pf1, p1), (pf1, p2)) is interpreted as platform pf1
satisfies property p1 only if the prerequisite property p2 is
satisfied in platform pf1. The following example shows how
‘ALOPA’ predicate ‘SatPF ’ can be used to formalize the
property relationships in the context of CAIQ validation.

Cloud provider’s claim regarding “antivirus application”
(IS−21) property is validated if antivirus (or anti-malware)
software is installed or certified that the cloud platform is
malware-free (IS−21.1) and the signatures as well as lists of
behavioural patterns are up-to-date (IS − 21.2). A suitable
‘ALOPA’ policy to validate the property is as follows:

SatPF (pf, IS − 21)← SatPF (pf, IS − 21.1) ∧ (1)

SatPF (pf, IS − 21.2)

2.2 Property Assessment
In certificate-based validation mechanisms, there are Cer-

tification Authorities (CAs) who certify the properties to
be existent in cloud service platforms. The fundamental
question that arises here is, how certain a user (U ) can be
that published properties (CAIQ controls in STAR) of a
cloud provider which are validated by the CAs indeed sat-
isfy their requirements. We argue that given the nature of
certificate-based validation, uncertainties are introduced by
induced events in the attestation or certification process.
There are several reasons for such uncertainties to arise
which are detailed in [2]. These include uncertainties due
to time-of-check-time-of-use vulnerabilities as well as uncer-
tainties arising out of the trustworthiness of the CAs and
their validation mechanisms.

The soft Trust Model (TM) uses CertainTrust and Cer-
tainLogic to assess trust under uncertainty [3]. In both mod-
els, trust is represented using an opinion metric which is de-
noted as o. Each opinion is represented as 3-tuple of values,
o = (t, c, f) ∈ {[0, 1]× [0, 1]× [0, 1]} where t denotes average
rating (relative frequency of positive or negative evidences),
c denotes certainty associated with the average rating, and
f denotes dispositional trust which can be derived indepen-
dently. The notion of dispositional trust is not considered
in the context of this paper.

The TM can be defined as TM = (E,TR,OP) where E
includes U (User), CP (Cloud Provider) and CA (Certifi-
cation Authority) as entities, TR defines the trust relation-
ships that is shared between two entities for a given property,
and OP is the set of CertainTrust (CT ) and CertainLogic
(CL) operations for management of the trust relationships.
An example of a trust relationship is TR = (U,CP, IS −
21, satisfaction, Jul 11 2012 12 : 00, [1.0, 0.83], 5, 0, 1). This
entry represents a trust relationship that is shared between
a platform of a consumer (U ) and a platform of a cloud
provider (CP). U ’s platform has satisfaction trust on CP ’s
platform that it satisfies the property IS − 21. Trust is
expressed by opinion metric [1.0, 0.83] representing average
rating and certainty respectively. This opinion is evaluated
based on U ’s past experiences with CP where the given
property was satisfied 5 times in the past (i.e., positive ex-
perience) and the outcome was indeterminable two times
(i.e., uncertain experience). Experience was recorded on
Jul 11 2012 12:00.

Trust Operations (OP) Trust operations are the ba-
sis for evaluating trust of cloud providers in marketplaces.
These operations include evidence collection from past expe-
riences, trust evaluation mechanisms and a model for trust
comparison.

Evidence collection. Evidence is extracted either di-
rectly using one’s own experiences termed as direct experi-
ences or using referrals from others known as recommenda-
tions. An evidence is classified as positive (p), negative (n)
and uncertain (u). Every evidence is extracted and recorded



Table 2: Experiments: Property Assessment
Trust Property Trust Experience Base Derived Trust Trust Threshold (τ)

IS − 21

(U,CP, IS − 21, satisfaction, Jul 11 2012 12 : 00, [1.0, 0.83], 5, 0, 1)

(0.3690, 0.9178) (0.80, 0.90)

(U,CA, IS − 21, certification, Jul 11 2012 12 : 00, [0.72, 0.84], 8, 3, 2)
(R1, CP, IS − 21, satisfaction, Jul 14 2012 12 : 00, [0.31, 0.94], 5, 11, 1)
(R1, CA, IS − 21, certification, Jul 14 2012 12 : 00, [0.90, 0.78], 10, 1, 3)
(R2, CP, IS − 21, satisfaction, Jul 16 2012 12 : 00, [1.0, 0.50], 1, 0, 1)

(R2, CA, IS − 21, certification, Jul 16 2012 12 : 00, [0.67, 0.75], 2, 1, 1)

based on the induced events related to the validation mech-
anisms (e.g., attestation or certification process).

Trust evaluation. In this section, we briefly list the
essential definitions used for trust evaluation in the proposed
framework.

Definition 2.1. (Direct Trust) Direct Trust is the belief
that one entity holds on another entity in certain context,
based on it’s own evidences of past experiences with that
entity. The direct trust of a platform A about platform B is
calculated by combining (using AND operator) satisfaction
and certification opinion on the platform properties.

A−diroB,(ci,pj) = AoB,sat(ci,pj) ∧
AoCA,cer(ci,pj) (2)

Definition 2.2. (Indirect Trust) Indirect Trust is the be-
lief that one entity holds on another entity in certain context,
based on the recommendations derived from its peer entities’
past experiences with that entity. The indirect trust of a
platform A about platform B is calculated by combining sat-
isfaction and certification opinion of the recommenders on
the platform properties. A−indoB,(ci,pj) represent the over-
all recommended opinion of a platform A on B regarding
different properties. The overall opinion is computed from
the individual opinions of A’s recommenders using consen-
sus (⊕) operator. Each of the recommender opinions about
the service platform B are discounted (using a discounting
(⊗) operator) based on A’s opinion (positive or negative ex-
perience) on the recommender.

A−indoB,(ci,pj) = (AoR1 ⊗
R1oB,(ci,pj))⊕ . . .

. . .⊕ (AoRm ⊗
RmoB,(ci,pj)) (3)

Definition 2.3. (Derived Trust) Derived Trust is the be-
lief that one entity holds on another entity for a given con-
text, based on atomic trust relationships such as direct trust
and indirect trust. Derived opinion for a property pj of
component ci is calculated combining the direct and indirect
opinions for that property (cf. Equation 4).

A−deroB,(ci,pj) = A−diroB,(ci,pj) ⊕
A−indoB,(ci,pj) (4)

Trust comparison: Let o1 and o2 are two given opin-
ions, we define an opinion comparison operator ≥o, whereby
o1 ≥o o2 holds if t1 > t2, c1 > c2. In such cases, o1 is greater
than o2.

2.3 Decision Model
The decision model is designed using the threshold-based

mechanism. For instance, a user specify trust threshold val-
ues (τ) for each of the properties that service providers pos-
sess. In this case, if all the required properties are validated
using hard trust and if the soft trust values regarding the
required properties are equal or exceed the threshold values
(τ), then a cloud provider is considered trustworthy.

3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We have developed a prototype of our trust evaluation

framework and conducted experiments in a practical cloud

marketplace scenario. In such a scenario, a cloud consumer
wants to select a trustworthy provider in a cloud market-
place for a storage service. The user considers a cloud stor-
age provider ‘trustworthy’ if and only if the provider pos-
sesses the properties required by the consumer, the proper-
ties have been validated, and they satisfy the user defined
thresholds. In the target scenario, the consumers relies on
the CSA STAR which publishes the security-specific capa-
bilities of the cloud providers.

For validating the property IS−21, the required ‘ALOPA’
policy (cf. Equation 1) is checked against the policy details
associated with the certificate. If the property is validated,
the next step is to check the soft trust status of the prop-
erty. This is done using the property satisfaction module
and related results are shown in the Table 2. For brevity,
we limit our experiments with IS − 21 property. In our
initial experiments, we considered 4 types of trust relation-
ships regarding the property IS− 21 in the trust experience
base (cf. Table 2). In Table 2, U, CP, CA, R1 and R2 are
consumer’s platform, cloud provider’s platform, certification
authority, and recommender 1 & 2 respectively. Based on
the definitions (cf. Def. 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3), the derived trust
value is calculated which does not satisfy the trust threshold
(τ) defined by the consumer. Thus, the consumer might not
be interested to provision a service from the cloud provider.

4. CONCLUSION
In evaluating trustworthiness of cloud providers, valida-

tion of their claimed capabilities (trust properties), plus con-
sumers’ satisfaction on the validation process play a critical
role. In this vein, we have proposed a framework to verify
cloud providers’ security-specific properties by means of soft
and hard trust mechanisms. Furthermore, a threshold-based
decision model is introduced to check whether user-defined
requirements in terms of trust-threshold (τ) are satisfied
against the value which is derived using hard and soft trust
mechanisms. We demonstrate applicability of our frame-
work in the context of a competitive marketplace that takes
the CSA CAIQ as a basis to evaluate trustworthiness of
cloud providers.
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